Insight Exchange Ideas Applied
Have you been creatively and practically using Insight
Exchange ideas and resources in your context?
Do you want to share with others how you have
applied the ideas and resources?
As part of optimising and sharing the value of Insight
Exchange ideas and resources we have developed a
resource ‘Insight Exchange Ideas Applied’ that serves
to share a snapshot of ideas responders have used in
their context.
In each updated edition of this resource we seek to
share ideas from a range of contexts, disciplines and
approaches to (i) Learn more about the evolution of
the ideas and resources in practice (ii) Explore where
and how the ideas hold value across contexts.

www.insightexchange.net

Guidance:
1.

Read the Terms and Conditions (Page 3) before
starting

2.

Pre-prepare your answers to the survey questions
before making your submission.

3.

Paste the final response into the form at this link.
Note: The survey will ask you the following
questions about your contact details and
connection to the work (below), your
context, 3 guiding questions (page 4), 2
feedback questions (page 5).

Ensure you obtain management approval of your submission
before pasting the final submission.

Contact and Connection Questions

These questions will be asked to help us understand your
connection to the work and how to contact you. The
answers will not be shared in the resource:
•
•
•
•
•

Full Name
Role
Email
How you heard about Insight Exchange:
Have you read the live copy of Insight Exchange Ideas
Applied - Yes/No
• Briefly describe what motivates you enough to take time
to share your examples of the ideas applied:

Context Questions

These questions will be asked to help us understand your
context. The answers will be shared in the resource:
• Name of Organisation/Institution/Community
• Website URL of Organisation/Institution/Community.
(We will use the existing public blurb used on your website
to describe your context in 50 or less words. If you do not
have a website please supply the 50-word outline)

Terms and Conditions

I understand and agree to the following:
•

The Insight Exchange Ideas Applied resource is shared
publicly via www.insightexchange.net

•

The resource, like all Insight Exchange materials, is not for
commercial use or sale. It is simply to share learning as a
community, building insights and enabling exchange.

•

Contributors are not to use submissions for the purpose of
marketing their business or services.

•

Submissions are not a form of collaboration, partnership,
endorsement, sponsorship or certification.

•

Being a contributor is consent based participation by the
organisation/institution and I have management approval
to representing our organisation in this way in this
resource.

•

On the published copy the following statement will be
applied: Copyright: DVSM, Insight Exchange gives
permission for excerpts from this resource to be
photocopied or reproduced provided that the source is
clearly and properly acknowledged. Using this
resource: The information contained within this resource is
for general information purposes only. DVSM Insight
Exchange assumes no responsibility for how the
information in this resource is used.

•

Contributors can ask to refresh or remove submissions to
the resource by contacting contact@insightexchange.net I
understand that in asking to remove submission from the
resource this will only include live copies, and all
downloaded copies used others cannot be retrieved.

•

DVSM Insight Exchange reserves the right to use some, all
or none of the submission without explanation. The Insight
Exchange team will design, format, proof, select and use
the material at its discretion in developing the resource to
fulfil its intended purpose.

•

Significant content changes will be checked with the
contributing organisation. The final wording with or
without significant changes will be checked with the
contributing organisation before being published.

•

Any use of individual names (employees, stakeholders,
clients) will be removed.

3 Guiding Questions
1. How are Insight Exchange
resources and ideas being used?
Which resources in particular and
which elements of the ideas?

250 words (the more practical the
example the better – even if you are at
the start of something)

2. How are the Insight
Exchange resources being
received?

If you can speak to the responses
of a worker or person with lived
experience that would be really
useful to get a sense/picture of
how the ideas land.

3. Something further I want to
share about Insight Exchange
ideas and resources is:

Any extra comments about if and
how Insight Exchange is shaping
how you see things, how you say
things, or what, (if anything) is
particularly useful in your thinking,
practice, processes?

2 Feedback Questions

4. Do you have a
message for one
of the people
who shared their
insights?

People who share their
insights from lived
experience of domestic and
family violence have done so
with generosity and with an
understanding that they may
never know how much the
insights mean to people who
read them.

Your deidentified message will be shared with participants
by letting them know how much their voices are being
heard, and how their contributions are informing social,
service, systemic change in some way.

5. Do you have a
message for the
silent donor who
funds this work?

Insight Exchange has been
sustained through the
generous humble donations
of individuals and a silent
donor for the benefit of many.
We want to authentically
represent what this donation
has meant to many and your
de-identified message will
add to this intention.

www.insightexchange.net
Insight Exchange centres on the expertise of people
with lived experience of domestic and family
violence and gives voice to these experiences.
Insight Exchange is designed to inform and
strengthen social, service and systemic responses to
domestic and family violence.
Insight Exchange has been established, developed and is
governed by Domestic Violence Service Management
(DVSM) a registered charity (ABN 26 165 400 635).

